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Abstract11

Criticality has been proposed as a suitable framework to study the nonlinear system of the12

Earth’s magnetosphere. The magnetic field variations observed by the mid-latitude Hel-13

lENIc GeoMagnetic Array (ENIGMA) with respect to the most intense magnetic storms14

(Dst < −150 nT) of the current solar cycle (i.e., 17 March, 23 June and 20 December15

2015) are analyzed using the method of critical fluctuations (MCF). We show that the16

application of MCF to the ENIGMA time series reveals the existence of intermittency-17

induced criticality in the range of 6 to 45 hours prior to the onset of these events. The18

results suggest that the underlying dynamical processes in the magnetosphere prior to in-19

tense magnetic storms present dynamics analogous to those of thermal systems undergoing20

second-order phase transition. Our findings demonstrate that the proposed method can be21

very relevant for the analysis of critical fluctuations in the framework of space systems.22

1 Introduction23

The Earth’s magnetosphere corresponds to a nonlinear driven dynamical system24

[Klimas et al., 1996]. Among others, Tsurutani et al. [1990] observed indications for a25

nonlinear behavior of the auroral electrojet (AE) index in response to changes of the in-26

terplanetary magnetic field (IMF) southward component, triggering an intense debate on27

low-dimensional chaos in magnetospheric dynamics [Baker er al., 1990; Vassiliadis et al.,28

1990; Sharma et al., 1993; Vörös et al., 2003]. Specifically, Chang [1992] suggested that29

the magnetosphere is a nonlinear system of infinite dimensions that operates near critical-30

ity. This hypothesis was further supported by cellular automata models of the AE index31

[Consolini, 1997] and auroral Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) observations from the Polar space-32

craft [Lui et al., 2000].33

In situ observations provided evidence for turbulence and intermittency in plasma34

sheet [e.g. Angelopoulos et al., 1999]. Moreover, the concept of self-organized critical-35

ity (SOC) has been adopted in the investigations of the coupled solar wind-magnetosphere36

system [Uritsky and Pudovkin, 1998; Freeman et al., 2000] in order to understand its global37

energy storage and release [Chapman et al., 1998] and the mechanisms of magnetotail dy-38

namics [Consolini, 2002]. Sitnov et al. [2001] provided some evidence for phase transi-39

tions in the magnetosphere associated with substorm occurrence. The findings by Wan-40

liss [2005] and Balasis et al. [2006, 2008, 2009] indicated the existence of two different41

regimes in the magnetosphere associated with the pre-storm activity and magnetic storms,42
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while Wanliss and Dobias [2007] suggested that the hourly Disturbance storm-time (Dst)43

index variations between quiet and storm times are consistent with nonequilibrium phase44

transition-style dynamics.45

Phase transition phenomena are a very important field in statistical physics, while46

in the framework of modern complex theories they have found application to almost all47

sciences. A phase transition phenomenon is characterized by the transition between two48

phases (states) in which a system could exist. Phase transitions can be either dramatic,49

taking place in an abrupt and discontinuous way, termed first-order (e.g., melting, boil-50

ing, sublimation etc.), or smooth, transforming itself into the new phase in a continuous51

manner, termed second-order (e.g., conducting-superconducting transition in metals at low52

temperatures). During a phase transition of a given system certain properties of the system53

change as a result of the change of some external condition (termed control parameter)54

such as temperature, pressure, or others [e.g. Huang, 1987]. As the Earth’s magnetosphere55

evolves towards a magnetic storm, it experiences different states, since different mech-56

anisms are gradually involved in the magnetic storm preparation process. Therefore, in57

principle, the theory of phase transitions can be conceptually used to describe the changes58

occurring in the state of the Earth’s magnetosphere as gradually evolves from the “nor-59

mal” or quiet times to “pathological” or storm times under the influence of the solar wind60

drivers such as IMF components, dynamic pressure, velocity etc.61

It is reminded [e.g. Huang, 1987] that in a second-order phase transition the second-62

order derivative of the thermodynamic free energy (the energy of a system that is available63

to perform thermodynamic work) is discontinuous while the first-order one is continuous64

and therefore second-order phase transition is characterized by a gradual change. On the65

other hand, in a first-order phase transition the first order derivative of the thermodynamic66

free energy is discontinuous and thus it is characterized by abrupt changes. The so-called67

“tricritical point” is the point in the phase diagram of the system at which the two afore-68

mentioned basic kinds of phase transition meet [e.g. Contoyiannis et al., 2015]. Of great69

interest is the case of the critical point during a second order phase transition; for a given70

value of the aforementioned control parameter the system reaches critical state. At the71

critical state self-similar structures appear both in time and space. This fact is quantita-72

tively manifested by power law expressions describing the distributions of spatial or tem-73

poral quantities associated with the aforementioned self-similar structures [Stanley, 1987,74

1999; Sornette, 2004; Contoyiannis and Diakonos, 2007]. It is clarified that although mul-75
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tiscale nature, i.e., the scale invariance or self-similarity is always a feature of critical76

state, the vice versa is not valid. This means that if a power law results from the analy-77

sis of a time series using an arbitrarily selected method this does not necessarily mean78

that the system is in critical state. Specifically designed time series analysis methods, such79

as the here employed method of critical fluctuations (MCF) [Contoyiannis and Diakonos,80

2000; Contoyiannis, et al., 2002] are necessary in order to identify a critical state.81

The outburst of a magnetic storm itself, i.e., the specific extreme event of the sud-82

den lowering of the geomagnetic field values, is apparently an out of equilibrium change83

of magnetosphere’s state. As already mentioned, Wanliss and Dobias [2007] suggested84

that the Dst index variations between quiet and storm times are consistent with nonequi-85

librium phase transition-like dynamics. Consequently, the analysis of geomagnetic field86

time series during the outburst of a magnetic storm is not expected to reveal indications of87

second-order phase transition. However, during the quiet period preceding the outburst of88

the magnetic storm the long-scale variations of the geomagnetic field are so slow that do89

not exclude the possibility that characteristics of a second-order phase transition might be90

locally embedded in the associated time series.91

In this article, we investigate the possibility that one of the early stages of the prepa-92

ration of three specific intense magnetic storms (Dst < -150 nT), which took place in93

2015 could present common characteristics with a thermal system undergoing a second-94

order phase transition. Specifically, we investigate the possible existence of intermittency-95

induced critical dynamics in the small-scale (fast) variations of ground-based geomagnetic96

field measurements during the quiet period, i.e., a few days to a few hours prior to the on-97

set of these events, using the MCF. Note that MCF has been specifically designed for the98

analysis of the order parameter fluctuations in thermal systems for the identification of the99

possible existence of intermittency-induced criticality (or criticality by intermittent dynam-100

ics), as well as of the identification of the departure from the critical state.101

2 ENIGMA Data and Magnetic Storms for 2015102

The National Observatory of Athens (NOA) operates since the beginning of the103

present solar cycle in 2008 the HellENIc GeoMagnetic Array (ENIGMA), an array of104

three mid-latitude magnetometer stations located in central and southern Greece. The105

ENIGMA stations are Klokotos (abbreviated as THL with geographic coordinates 39.5646◦N,106
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22.0144◦E), Dionysos (DIO with 38.0779◦N, 23.9331◦E), and Velies (VLI with 36.7180◦N,107

22.9468◦E). ENIGMA monitors the geomagnetic field variations associated with the oc-108

currence of magnetic storms and magnetospheric ultra low frequency (ULF) waves using109

vector fluxgate magnetometer instruments (for more information see http://enigma.space.noa.gr/).110

ENIGMA is a SuperMAG contributor (http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/), a worldwide collabo-111

ration of national agencies and organizations, currently operating more than 500 ground-112

based magnetic stations [Gjerloev, 2009].113

Geospace magnetic storms are the most complex phenomena of magnetospheric dy-114

namics, associated with enhancements of the ring current in the inner magnetosphere [e.g.115

Daglis, 2001]. The mid-latitude Dst index and its minute version, the SYM-H index, are116

used as proxies of the ring current strength and, thus, as measures of the intensity of mag-117

netic storms. For our study, we have considered 1 year ENIGMA 1 Hz fluxgate magne-118

tometer data from 2015, i.e., during the period when the most intense magnetic storms of119

solar cycle 24 occurred, thus, focusing on the storms of 17 March (with a minimum Dst120

index value of -223 nT), 23 June (Dstmin = -204 nT) and 20 December (Dstmin = -155121

nT).122

Solar cycles last approximately 11 years. The most recent solar cycle, the 24th, has123

been the weakest in almost 100 years with its peak in early 2014 [Pesnell, 2016]. These124

three events are indeed the most intense geomagnetic storms of solar cycle 24 [Gopal-125

swamy et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Watari, 2017]. In principle, weak to moderate ge-126

omagnetic storms are considered to result from solar wind High Speed Streams (HSS)127

and/or Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) [Gonzalez et al., 1999], while major ones are128

attributed to the Interplanetary counter parts of Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs) [Gosling129

et al., 1991].130

All of the storms selected for this study show a multi-step development, which un-131

derlines their complexity. We employ solar wind signatures (plasma and magnetic field132

characteristics) to imprint the connections to the parent solar events that controlled the ge-133

omagnetic storm intensity and variability at each case. Although, the selected case studies134

are in essence contrasting cases of how the Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) and their re-135

sulting ICMEs generate intense geomagnetic storms, a striking characteristic of all three136

storms is the development of unexpected geoeffective solar wind structures. As a rule,137

such structures result from combinations of circumstances that can occur and make an138
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event more geoeffective, i.e., pileup of events, shock enhancement of southward fields,139

high-speed streams causing compressions, as well as, interaction of CMEs. All of which140

make the prognosis of such storms, similar to those at hand in this work, a challenging141

task.142

2.1 Geomagnetic storms, their related solar and interplanetary signatures143

Table 1 summarizes the solar (i.e., CME) and the related ICMEs that were identified144

in the SOHO/LASCO coronographs and the in-situ plasma measurements from Wind, re-145

spectively. To this end, it provides the characteristics of the CMEs (speed and width), as146

well as the start, the end time and the transit speed of the ICME as these were identified147

in the ICME list of Richardson and Cane, available at: http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm.148

Furthermore, it displays the outputs of the WSA-ENLIL model, i.e., the expected arrival149

time of the shock, driven by the parent CME, at 1 AU. These results were obtained by the150

Space Weather Database Of Notifications, Knowledge, Information (DONKI) at: https://kauai.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/DONKI/.151

Next, Table 1 provides the timing of the shock at 1 AU as this is inferred by in-situ plasma152

measurements and is listed in the http://ipshocks.fi/. Finally the start and the end time of153

the geomagnetic storm [Watari, 2017] together with the minimum Dst per storm is pre-154

sented in the consequent columns of Table 1.155

2.1.1 The 17 March 2015 Geomagnetic Storm156

The drivers of the 17 March 2015 geomagnetic storm have been debated from the157

scientific community [Kataoka et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Wu et al.,158

2016; Marubashi et al., 2016]. The main source of the storm can be traced back to the159

solar events on 15 March 2015. A Halo CME with a speed of 719 km/s was marked at160

01:48 UT on that day. This CME was associated with a long duration C9.1 solar flare161

from active region (AR) 12297 (S22◦W25◦) that peaked at 02:13 UT. However, a partial162

Halo CME was also recorded a day before, on 14 March 2015 and was likely associated163

with a C2.6 flare from the same active region (S21◦W20◦) that peaked around 11:55 UT164

[Liu et al., 2015]. Furthermore, a high-speed stream emanated from an extension of the165

southern polar coronal hole (CH) 659 that rotated across the solar meridian on 14–16166

March 2015. Figure 1 presents the in-situ signatures observed at the Wind / Solar Wind167

Experiment (SWE) [Ogilvie et al., 1995] and the Wind / Magnetic Field Investigator (MFI)168

[Lepping et al., 1995]. A rather complex situation is revealed. The Dst profile indicates169
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a two-step geomagnetic storm sequence. The first minima identifies itself in the sheath170

region behind the shock, while the second one results from within the ICME. At this171

point it is important to note that while a single, ICME interval was identified by several172

researchers [Kataoka et al., 2015; Gopalswamy et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Wu et al.,173

2016; Marubashi et al., 2016], Liu et al. [2015] reported on the interaction between the174

two successive CMEs and further noted the effect of the HSS that compressed the ICME175

maintaining a relatively strong ejecta magnetic field and a high speed.176

2.1.2 The 23 June 2015 Geomagnetic Storm177

As the Sun rotated from East to West (E45◦- W42◦), a sequence of strong solar178

events was marked on the Sun from 18–25 June 2015, with AR 12371 being their preva-179

lent source. In particular, on 18 June 2015 at 17:24 UT a Halo CME with a speed of180

1305 km/s associated with an M3.0 flare (N13◦E45◦) that peaked at 17:36 UT was marked.181

Furthermore, on 21 June 2015, at 02:36 UT, another Halo CME with a speed of 1366182

km/s associated with an M2.0 flare (N12◦E13◦), peaking at 01:42 UT was recorded. The183

next day, on 22 June 2015 at 18:36 UT, a Halo CME with a speed of 1209 km/s asso-184

ciated with an M6.5 flare (N13◦W05◦) peaking at 18:23 UT was reported. Finally, on185

25 June 2015 at 08:36 UT, yet another Halo CME with a speed of 1627 km/s, associ-186

ated with an M7.9 flare (N10◦ W42◦), peaking at 08:16 UT was spotted. All of these187

Halo CMEs impinged the Earth’s magnetosphere and resulted to a cluster of shocks. The188

shocks passed Wind [http://ipshocks.fi/] at 16:04 UT on 21 June, 05:04 UT and 18:08 UT189

on 22 June, and 13:07 UT on 24 June, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the relevant so-190

lar wind measurements from Wind, similar to Figure 1. The ICME boundaries are taken191

from the online available level 3 data product of the ACE Science Center (list of Richard-192

son and Cane)[http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm]. The193

first shock seems to be driven by the Halo CME of 18 June 2015. The second one was194

most probably associated with a Halo CME with a speed of 584 km/s that was marked at195

06:42 UT on 19 June 2015. The ICME and its preceding shock (the third one, as these196

are presented in Figure 2) were produced by the Halo CME that was recorded on 21 June197

2015 [Liu et al., 2015]. The last shock (fourth in a row) that overtook the ICME at 1 AU198

was associated with the Halo CME of 22 June 2015. As concerns the evolution of geo-199

magnetic storm, the Dst time profile (last panel of Figure 2) shows a multi-step geomag-200

netic storm with a global minimum of -204 nT (orange vertical solid line). Upstream of201
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the third shock, the first drop of the Dst index is spotted. This is the output of the fluctu-202

ating southward field component. The second drop is identified in the sheath region down-203

stream of the third shock, triggered by the southward field. However, the major drop in the204

Dst index is spotted within the ejecta (ICME) and is the result of the southward field, at205

this time. As a consequence, the 23 June 2015 geomagnetic storm exhibits a multi-step206

development, caused by the southward fields due to amplification by a series of preced-207

ing shocks and those within a single ejecta. In principle, the sequence of the strong so-208

lar events of this period and the multiple preceding shocks and the corresponding sheaths209

most probably resulted in the precondition of the magnetosphere that in turn fostered the210

growth of an intense geomagnetic storm [Liu et al., 2015].211

2.1.3 The 20 December 2015 Geomagnetic Storm212

On 16 December 2015, a Halo CME was identified by SOHO/LASCO on 09:36 UT213

with a linear plane-of-sky speed of 579 km/s. This CME was associated to a C6.6 solar214

flare from AR12468 (S14◦W02◦) that peaked at 09:03 UT. Soon after, another Halo CME215

was spotted within the SOHO/LASCO field of view. This latter CME was slower with a216

linear plane-of-sky speed of 454 km/s and was marked on 14:24 UT. Figure 3 illustrates217

the relevant solar wind measurements from Wind, similar to Figure 1. The time span of218

the ICME was, again, obtained by the online repository http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm.219

The shock arrived at 1 AU on 19 December 2015 at 15:38 UT (see Table 1). At the same220

time, the second CME that was slower, propagated within interplanetary space. It is not221

clear if and how these two CMEs interacted during their travel from the Sun to the Earth.222

However, the in-situ plasma data from Wind reveal more details. In particular, it seems223

that a few hours after the shock arrival the solar wind speed decreases, however it remains224

fairly stable within the ICME (ejecta) and began to gradually increase right after the cross-225

ing of the outer boundary of the ICME (see Table 1 and Figure 3). At the same time, the226

magnetic field remained relatively strong within the ICME (≈20nT) and was further sus-227

tained at almost 10 nT during the gradual increase of the solar wind speed. As concerns228

the evolution of the geomagnetic storm, the Dst time profile (last panel of Figure 3) shows229

a two-step geomagnetic storm with a global minimum of -155 nT (orange vertical solid230

line). Following the shock arrival at 1 AU, and while into the sheath region the first drop231

of the Dst index occurs. Once the boundary of the ICME is crossed, a second drop is232

identified in the Dst time profile. The consequent crossing of the outer boundary of the233
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ICME seems not to have a geomagnetic output. BZ became negative upon the crossing of234

the ICME and remained negative during the whole ejecta. Based on the aforementioned235

description, one could propose that the first CME resulted to an ICME and had a major236

role in the unfolding of the geomagnetic storm of 20 December 2015. However, it is not237

unprobable to suggest that the presence of two distinct CMEs that took place within hours238

had also a significant role in the evolution of the storm. In the case under consideration,239

the trailing CME is slower compared to the leading one. Usually, multiple CMEs result240

to complex ejecta that tend to have a longer duration (than average) and thus drive the241

magnetosphere for an extended period [Lugaz and Farrugia, 2013], this could explain the242

gradual development of the geomagnetic storm and the long lasting ejecta.243

3 The method of critical fluctuations244

The recently proposed method of critical fluctuations (MCF), has specifically been245

developed for the analysis of time series sourced from thermal systems governed by non-246

linear intermittent dynamics [Contoyiannis and Diakonos, 2000; Contoyiannis, et al., 2002].247

MCF is capable of identifying the existence of critical state, implying second-order phase248

transition in equilibrium, as well as the departure from it, while it has successfully been249

applied to a wide variety of dynamical systems ranging from theoretical thermal systems250

to geophysical, biological, electronic and financial ones [Contoyiannis et al., 2002, 2004a,251

2004b, 2015, 2016; Ozun et al., 2014; Potirakis et al., 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018]. In the fol-252

lowing we provide a brief presentation of the key theoretical aspects of MCF as well as253

a step-by-step procedure for its application to a time series. For a detailed study of the254

theoretical basis of MCF, the reader is referred to Contoyiannis and Diakonos [2000] and255

Contoyiannis, et al. [2002, 2015].256

It has been proposed by Contoyiannis and Diakonos [2000] that a nonlinear intermit-257

tent map of the form:258

φn+1 = φn + uφn
z (1)

is capable of describing the dynamics of the fluctuations of the order parameter φ of259

a thermal system at critical state. In Equation (1), φn is the n − th sample of the scaled260

order parameter, u > 0 is a coupling parameter, and z stands for a characteristic expo-261

nent associated with the isothermal exponent δ for critical systems at thermal equilibrium262

(z = δ + 1). Actually, in order to more realistically model a real (or numerical) dynami-263
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cal system one has to add a “noise” term, εn, to Equation (1) [Contoyiannis and Diakonos,264

2007], which, for positive values of the order parameter, becomes:265

φn+1 = |φn + uφn
z
+ εn | . (2)

Note that in the special case of tricritical dynamics, the fluctuations of the order pa-266

rameter φ has been proved [Contoyiannis et al., 2015] that can be expressed by a similar267

nonlinear intermittent map of the following form:268

φn+1 = | φn − uφn
−z
+ εn | (3)

The only difference between the maps of Equations (2) and (3) is the opposite sign269

of both the coupling parameter and the characteristic exponent.270

Criticality manifest itself by a power-law distribution of properly defined laminar271

lengths (waiting times) l, P(l) ∼ l−pl [Schuster, 1998], where the exponent pl is directly272

related to the isothermal critical exponent δ as pl = 1+1/δ [= 1 + 1/(z + 1) ]. However, as273

already mentioned in Introduction, although criticality is always quantitatively manifested274

by power law, the vice-versa is not valid, power law is not necessarily sourced from crit-275

ical dynamics. The key idea behind the MCF is that the analysis of a time series should276

not simply aim at the identification of a power law relation. On the contrary, a series of277

criticality characteristics should be step-by-step revealed for the specific time series before278

claiming that the underlying system is in critical state.279

First of all, the time series excerpt under analysis should be checked for stationar-280

ity by requiring a nearly constant cumulative mean value with low corresponding standard281

deviation. Specifically, the evolution of the cumulative mean value and the corresponding282

standard deviation are estimated by starting the calculation using the first 500–1000 val-283

ues of the excerpt (depending on its total length) and progressively including more time284

series values in the calculation (usually by steps of 500–1000 values). This check is nec-285

essary because criticality appears around a specific point of phase space (the critical point)286

during a second order phase transition. Therefore, the implied gradual (“smooth”) change287

should manifest itself by, at least local, stationarity. The second characteristic concerns the288

values’ distribution, which should present a flat maximum (plateau). Note that such a be-289

havior can be attributed to the presence of a marginally stable fixed point [Schuster, 1998].290

If this scenario applies to the analyzed case, the plateau region can be considered as the291

immediate neighborhood of the fixed point [Contoyiannis and Diakonos, 2000; Diakonos292
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and Schmelcher, 1997; Schmelcher and Diakonos, 1997]. To determine whether the plateau293

region satisfies criticality we calculate the distribution of the corresponding waiting times.294

The term “waiting times” denotes the number of successive time steps for which the an-295

alyzed time series trajectory belongs to the plateau. Contoyiannis et al. [2002] showed296

that assuming that the origin of the plateau region is of critical character, the distribution297

of the corresponding waiting times follows power-law with an exponent pl > 1. More-298

over Contoyiannis et al. [2002] used the magnetization time series of the 3-D Ising model299

at the critical temperature to also show that the exponent pl can be associated with the300

isothermal critical exponent δ through the relation pl = 1+1/δ [Schuster, 1998]. To over-301

come the fact that the plateau region is not strictly defined, we assume a variable width of302

it and we perform a robustness check of our results with respect to small changes of the303

plateau width. Assuming that a power law with an exponent pl > 1 is consistently iden-304

tified regardless to these changes, then we assume that the time series indeed comes from305

a system in critical state. In previous works we have mentioned the plateau as “laminar306

region”. Henceforth, we will use the term “laminar region” to denote the plateau of time307

series values distribution (see also the step-by-step procedure of MCF’s application to a308

time series in the following).309

A key step in the aforementioned reasoning is the check on whether the waiting310

times distribution follows power-law along with the estimation of the power law exponent311

value. The function used in MCF to model the distribution of laminar lengths is [Con-312

toyiannis and Diakonos, 2007]:313

f (l) = p1 · l−p2 · e−p3l . (4)

The experimentally determined waiting times distribution are fitted by Equation (4)314

and the corresponding parameters p2, p3 are calculated. As shown in [Contoyiannis, et315

al., 2002, 2004b], this function deals with two important issues: (a) the finite size effects316

and (b) the distance from the critical point. We simulate both with the exponential factor317

e−p3l in Equation (4). This term indicates the proximity to the critical point, if any, since318

it is dominant far away from criticality, while it becomes zero as we approach the criti-319

cal point. When p3 = 0 then the exponent p2 in Equation (4) should coincide with the320

abovementioned critical exponent pl.321

The two competitive terms of the function f (l), the power-law decay factor corre-322

sponding to critical dynamics, and the exponential decay factor describing memoryless,323
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uncorrelated, noise, render possible to monitor the dynamics of the order parameter fluctu-324

ations. The critical dynamics as well as the departure from the critical state, either by the325

emergence of tricritical dynamics or by appearance of the so-called “symmetry breaking”326

phenomenon (will be explained later), can be identified. Note that Equation (4) can effi-327

ciently model the distribution of laminar lengths in both cases of the nonlinear intermittent328

maps of Equations (2) and (3) [Contoyiannis et al.,. 2015], which means that Equation329

(4) can be used for the study of both kinds of dynamics. Specifically, the values of the p2330

(power-law decay exponent) and p3 (exponential decay exponent) signify the presence of331

critical dynamics or the departure from critical state in the following way:332

(a) p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0 for a wide range of laminar regions imply predominance of333

critical dynamics, a second-order phase transition in equilibrium. The time series excerpt334

satisfying these criticality conditions is usually referred to as “critical window” (CW).335

Note that in this case, the approximation pl = p2 is valid, which means that p2 has a clear336

physical interpretation through its relation to the above mentioned isothermal critical expo-337

nent δ.338

(b) p2 < 1 and p3 ≈ 0 for a wide range of laminar regions imply departure from339

the critical state by means of a tricritical crossover, i.e., by passing from the second-order340

phase transition (high-symmetry state) to the first-order phase transition (low-symmetry341

state) through the vicinity of the tricritical point (an intermediate “mixing state”).342

(c) Emergence of a bimodal distribution in the fluctuations of the order parameter343

is a first indication of possible departure from criticality. If the corresponding laminar344

lengths distribution can be fitted by Equation (4) with p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0 (critical sig-345

nature) but only for a very narrow range of laminar regions (or even for just one laminar346

region), this is the signature of the theoretically expected so-called “symmetry breaking”347

phenomenon, signifying the transition from a highly symmetrical state (critical state), to348

a low symmetry state, during which the process is focused around “preferred” directions.349

The marginal presence of power-law distribution indicates that the system’s state is still350

close to the critical point. The emergence of “symmetry breaking” after a CW indicates351

the departure from criticality.352

The application of MCF comprises six simple steps:353
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(1) Find a part of the time series with adequate length (>∼5000 values) presenting,354

at least, local stationarity, by checking the cumulative mean value of the time series using355

nested time series excerpts of progressively wider length.356

(2) Calculate the histogram of the order parameter φ (which is usually the original357

time series values). Check the histogram for the presence of a flat maximum (plateau). If358

such a plateau is present, continue to the next step.359

(3) Determine a value from the histogram as the marginal unstable fixed-point φo,360

which will serve as the “start of laminar regions”. The marginal unstable fixed point in361

one-dimensional iterative maps like the map described by Equation (2) is determined ac-362

cording to the turning point method [Diakonos and Schmelcher, 1997; Schmelcher and Di-363

akonos, 1997]. This usually lies at the abrupt edge of the histogram.364

(4) To ensure that the plateau region in the histogram of the order parameter φ is365

related to criticality we have to calculate the distribution of the corresponding waiting366

times. For a number of different values within the φ amplitude range, which are called367

“ends of laminar regions” and denoted as φl, calculate the distribution P (l) of the “lami-368

nar lengths” of each corresponding laminar region (φo, φl); one distribution per φl value.369

Laminar lengths are the waiting times within each laminar region (φo, φl), in other words370

the number of successive φ-values obeying the condition φo < φ < φl. Note that all values371

within the φ amplitude range are examined as possible end points, while the examination372

is performed exhaustively by progressively increasing the number of equally spaced val-373

ues covering the whole amplitude range. An empirical rule is checked before proceeding374

to the next step: the calculated distributions P (l) should take non-zero values at least up375

to l = 20 − 30. If this rule is not satisfied, this means that it is necessary to add uniform376

noise as described in the next step (5) and then repeat steps (2)–(4), otherwise proceed to377

step (6).378

(5) If necessary (according to the criterion of step 4) add uniform noise in the range379

[−ε0, ε0], with ε0 of the order of 10−2 and repeat steps (2)–(4). The uniform noise is380

added after normalizing the original time series values of the time window under analy-381

sis in the range [0, 1], to numerically fit the problem to the nonlinear map of either Equa-382

tion (2) or Equation (3). Consequently, the normalized time series values plus the uniform383

noise becomes the order parameter φ for the execution of steps (2)–(4). Note that for the384

non-linear map of Equation (2) with z = 4 within the range [0, 1] it has been found that385
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the appropriate value was ε0 = 0.0175 [Contoyiannis and Diakonos, 2007]. However, for386

the case of real time series MCF steps (2)–(4) are initially applied directly to the original387

time series values with no addition of any noise (ε0 = 0). But if the rule mentioned in388

step (4) is not satisfied, then an appropriate value of ε0 > 0, of the order of 10−2, is de-389

termined by fine tuning and added to the normalized time series values before re-executing390

steps (2)–(4).391

(6) Plot each one of the obtained distributions P (l) on a log-log plot and by fitting392

it using the function f (l) of Equation (4), determine a set of exponents p2, p3 for each393

laminar region. The dynamics are identified by the consistent behavior of the exponent394

values according to the cases (a)–(c) described above. In particular, as regards the range395

of end points for which the exponent values’ conditions of cases (a) or (b) are satisfied,396

the wider the range is, the clearest the signature of criticality (case (a)) or tricriticality397

(case (b)) is.398

4 Observation of Intermittency-Induced Criticality in Ground Magnetometer Time399

Series400

In the following we present the analysis of the ground-based measurements of the401

geomagnetic field acquired around the three most intense magnetic storms of solar cycle402

24, specifically the 17/03/2015 (Dstmin = - 223 nT), 23/06/2015 (Dstmin = - 204 nT) and403

20/12/2015 (Dstmin = - 155 nT) storms. We analyzed the unprocessed components (X , Y ,404

Z) of the geomagnetic field recorded at THL, DIO, and VLI stations (c.f. http://enigma.space.noa.gr/)405

using the MCF time series analysis method. The analysis concerns a 5 days period for406

each storm, covering more than 3 days prior to the storm and the day including the peak407

of the storm. Figures 4–6 present the ENIGMA time series data analyzed in this study408

along with the Dst index time variations. Specifically, for the 17/03/2015 storm the time409

period 13–17/3/2015, while for the 23/6/2015 storm the time period 19–23/6/2015, as well410

as for the 20/12/2015 storm the period 16–20/12/2015, were analyzed.411

The main objective was to investigate the possibility that one of the early stages of412

the preparation of the specific intense magnetic storms could present common character-413

istics with a thermal system undergoing a second-order phase transition. Specifically, we414

investigated, by means of the MCF, the possible existence of intermittency-induced critical415

dynamics in the small-scale (fast) variations of the abovementioned ground-based geo-416

magnetic recordings during the quiet period a few days to a few hours prior to the onset417
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of these events. As we show in the following, the application of MCF revealed that the418

intermittency-induced critical dynamics features were embedded in the geomagnetic data419

recorded prior to all three studied intense magnetic storm cases.420

We exhaustively applied, step-by-step, the six steps procedure for the application421

of MCF (see Section 3) to the time series under analysis. First we checked, according to422

MCF step (1), the X , Y and Z magnetic field time series searching for excerpts with ad-423

equate length (>∼ 5,000 values) presenting, at least, local stationarity, by calculating the424

cumulative mean value of the time series using nested time series excerpts of progres-425

sively wider length. As it has been recently discussed [Contoyiannis et al., 2016], the426

number of time series excerpts (or time-windows) of the raw ground-based geomagnetic427

field measurements that present, at least locally, cumulative stationarity and thus can be428

analyzed through MCF is in general limited and the length of these time-windows is rela-429

tive narrow. The specific situation was verified once more in the case of the herein studied430

magnetic field observations. However, it was possible to find a number of time-windows431

satisfying the above mentioned criteria. These time-windows were further investigated by432

applying the next steps of MCF application procedure, searching for indications for the433

presence of critical dynamics or the departure from critical state according to the cases434

(a)–(d) described in Section 3. Note that in applying the MCF procedure it was consid-435

ered that the original time series values correspond to the order parameter φ.436

As described in Section 3, MCF steps (2)–(4) were initially applied directly to the437

original time series values with no addition of any noise (ε0 = 0). Our previous expe-438

rience concerning the application of MCF on ground-based geomagnetic field record-439

ings [Contoyiannis et al., 2016], showed that a certain amount of uniform noise (step (5),440

Section 3) was usually necessary (according to the criterion of step (4), Section 3) to be441

added. This should be “appropriately” selected so that it is high enough to lead to ergod-442

icity but at the same time low enough in order not to mask the system dynamics. Indeed,443

this was also the case for the herein studied magnetic field time series. Therefore, in our444

case, after normalizing the time series in the range [0,1], an appropriate (determined by445

fine tuning) amount of uniform noise [−ε0, ε0], with ε0 of the order of 10−2 was added446

to the time-windows revealed during MCF step (1) before further applying MCF analy-447

sis; this was capable of revealing the dynamics embedded in the studied time series [Con-448

toyiannis and Diakonos, 2007]. After that, according to the procedure presented in Section449

3, MCF steps (2)–(4) were repeated and then step (6) was applied.450
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An example demonstrating the main steps of MCF analysis is shown in Figure 7 for451

an excerpt of the DIO station recordings before the 23/06/2016 storm. Specifically, Figure452

7a shows a 6,500 points long time-window of the Y component of the geomagnetic field453

intensity after the normalization and addition of the necessary uniform noise in the range454

[−0.0125,0.0125]. The specific time-window was recorded on 20/6/2015, from 20:25:00455

until 22:13:20 UT (c.f. the time-window marked by the vertical purple lines in Figure 2,456

as well as the part of the signal marked with thick red in Figure 5 for DIO station, sec-457

ond from bottom panel), i.e., ∼45 hours before the onset of the storm. As described in458

Section 3, MCF steps (2)–(4) were applied after the normalization and addition of the459

above mentioned uniform noise. Figure 7b shows the histogram calculated during MCF460

step (2) for the order parameter φ (here the original time series values after normalization461

and addition of the necessary uniform noise) where the presence of an almost flat maxi-462

mum can be identified in the histogram. Proceeding to MCF step (3), the marginal unsta-463

ble fixed-point φ0, which will serve as the “start of laminar regions” was determined from464

the histogram according to the turning point method [Diakonos and Schmelcher, 1997;465

Schmelcher and Diakonos, 1997] to be φ0 = 0.88. Next, we applied the MCF step (4),466

which means that we calculated the distribution P(l) of the “laminar lengths” of the lam-467

inar region (φ0, φl), one distribution per φl (end of laminar regions) value, for a number468

of different values within the φ amplitude range. For each one of the obtained distribu-469

tions P(l), we proceeded, according to MCF step (6), to producing a log-log plot of P(l)470

versus l and by fitting it using the function f (l) of Equation (4), we determined a set of471

exponents p2, p3 for each laminar region. Figure 7c depicts, as an example, one such dis-472

tribution with the obtained fitting and the corresponding exponents. Specifically, it shows473

the distribution P(l) of the “laminar lengths” corresponding to the laminar region (0.88,474

0.94). Figure 7d shows the obtained sets of exponents for different laminar regions (i.e.,475

the estimated p2, p3 versus the end of laminar regions, φl value). It can be observed that476

the conditions p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0 are satisfied for a wide range of laminar regions which,477

according to the case (a) described in Section 3, indicate predominance of intermittency478

induced critical dynamics, implying a second-order phase transition in equilibrium. Ac-479

cording to the MCF analysis the time series excerpt under study is a “critical window”480

(CW).481

At this point we would like to clarify that the influence of the additional noise on482

the estimated values of the exponents p2 and p3 of the fitted function f (l) of Equation483
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(4) is always tested in order to assure that these values do not change considerably upon484

a reasonable change of the amount of the added noise. As an example, we present in Fig-485

ure 8 the change of exponents p2 and p3 of the fitted function f (l) as a function of the486

added uniform noise [−ε0, ε0] for the laminar distribution example shown in Figure 7c. As487

shown in Figure 8, the values of the exponents p2 and p3 are practically insensitive to the488

change of ε0 value.489

As shown in the above analyzed time series excerpt example, the stepwise MCF ap-490

plication procedure described in Section 3 is by itself capable of uncovering the possible491

first-order nonlinear map dynamics embedded in a magnetic field time series identifying492

it as a CW. However, it is interesting to further investigate the properties of the specific493

CW of Figure 7a, by some independent means. For example, we can further verify the494

existence of such a correlation between time series values in many different ways, even495

though the dynamics cannot be determined in detail. Two possible ways are the study of496

the recurrence plot (φn+1 versus φn), as well as the autocorrelation function (ACF) for497

two cases: (a) for the time series amplitude values as they were recorded and (b) after498

randomly shuffling the order of the recorded amplitude values. As shown in Figure 9 the499

recurrence plot of the recorded time series shows a clear distribution of values along the500

diagonal, implying the existence of first-order map dynamics, while this situation is dra-501

matically changed after randomly shuffling the order of the recorded time series values.502

Shuffling results in the elimination of the dynamics and hence the random distribution of503

the points in the phase space. Moreover, Figure 10 clearly shows that the small-scale (fast)504

variations of recorded ground-based geomagnetic field measurements are strongly corre-505

lated, while this is destroyed after randomly shuffling the time series values. Consequently,506

it is obvious that the CW carries information which was possible to uncover by applying507

MCF. Note that by applying the MCF to the recorded time series values after randomly508

shuffling their order does not lead to any of the cases (a)–(d) described in Section 3. This509

means that, as expected, no indication of specific dynamics was found by MCF for the510

randomly shuffled data.511

By exhaustively applying MCF on all possible candidate time-windows of the X , Y512

and Z components of the magnetic field data under analysis on which the MCF could be513

applied (intervals of adequate length and stationarity) in summary we found that:514
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(1) Concerning the 17/03/2015 storm and the correspondingly analyzed time period515

13–17/3/2015:516

a. A CW of 8,500 samples was identified in the Z component of the geomagnetic517

field recorded at DIO station on 16/03/2015 from 20:53:20 until 23:15:00 UT (c.f. the518

time-window marked by the vertical purple lines in Figure 1, as well as the part of the519

signal marked with thick red in Figure 4 for DIO station, second from bottom panel),520

i.e., ∼ 8 hours before the onset of the storm. During step (5) of the MCF analysis uni-521

form noise in the range [-0.0125, 0.0125] was added. The specific time-window, although522

yielded an excellent compliance to the condition p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0 of the case (a) de-523

scribed in Section 3, e.g., (p2 = 1.47, p3 = 0.06)|R2
=0.99, indicating intermittency-induced524

criticality, this happened only for a limited range of laminar regions.525

b. The same time-window (16/03/2015 from 20:53:20 until 23:15:00 UT) of the526

Z component recorded at VLI station exhibited critical behavior as well (c.f. the time-527

window marked by the vertical purple lines in Figure 1, as well as the part of the signal528

marked with thick red in Figure 4 for VLI station, bottom panel). Keeping the same added529

uniform noise as in the case of DIO Z component, the fitting to Equation (4) resulted to530

sets of exponents satisfying the conditions p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0 of the case (a) described531

in Section 3, e.g., (p2 = 1.40, p3 = 0.12). Although it is clearly p2 > 0, p3 is one order532

of magnitude higher than the corresponding calculated for the DIO critical time-window.533

This result led us to the conclusion that VLI signal probably carries higher noise than the534

corresponding DIO one and consequently we probably need lower uniform noise to be535

added for achieving ergodicity. Indeed, after adding noise in the range [−0.007, 0.007] we536

found laminar lengths distributions clearly indicating intermittency-induced criticality, e.g.,537

(p2 = 1.68, p3 = 0.03)|R2
=0.99.538

c. Unfortunately, THL station was inoperative during the analyzed time period re-539

lated to the 17/03/2015 magnetic storm. Therefore, there are no analysis results for THL540

geomagnetic data.541

d. No criticality traces were found in the X or the Y components of the ground-542

based geomagnetic recordings of the ENIGMA network prior to the 17/03/2015 intense543

storm.544

(2) Regarding the 23/6/2015 storm and the corresponding time period 19–23/6/2015:545
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a. A CW of 6,500 samples was identified in the DIO station recordings between546

20:25:00 and 22:13:20 UT on 20/6/2015. The MCF analysis results for the specific time-547

window have already been presented in detail earlier in this section and demonstrated in548

the form of Figures 7 and 8.549

b. During the same time-window, intermittency-induced criticality was also revealed550

in the Y component recordings of the VLI station (c.f. the time-window marked by the551

vertical purple lines in Figure 2, as well as the part of the signal marked with thick red552

in Figure 5 for VLI station, bottom panel), i.e., ∼45 hours before the onset of the storm.553

For additive uniform noise in the range [−0.005, 0.005] we were able to identify that the554

conditions p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0, e.g., (p2 = 1.73, p3 = 0.01)|R2
=0.99, are satisfied indicating555

dynamics following the case (a) described in Section 3.556

c. The Y component recordings of THL station presented critical behavior as well557

during the same time-window (c.f. the time-window marked by the vertical purple lines in558

Figure 2, as well as the part of the signal marked with thick red in Figure 5 for THL sta-559

tion, third from bottom panel). For uniform noise in the range [−0.007, 0.007] we found560

an excellent compliance to the conditions of the case (a) described in Section 3, e.g.,561

(p2 = 1.42, p3 = 0.06)|R2
=0.99, verifying the intermittency-induced critical behavior de-562

tected in the recordings of the other two observatories of ENIGMA network.563

d. No indications for criticality were found in the X or the Z components of the564

ground-based geomagnetic recordings of the ENIGMA network prior to the 23/6/2015565

intense storm.566

(3) Concerning the 20/12/2015 storm and the correspondingly analyzed time period567

16–20/12/2015:568

a. A CW of 5,000 samples was identified in the X component of the geomagnetic569

field recorded at DIO station on 19/12/2015 from 11:31:40 until 12:55:00 UT (c.f. the570

time-window marked by the vertical purple lines in Figure 3, as well as the part of the571

signal marked with thick red in Figure 6 for DIO station, second from bottom panel), i.e.,572

∼6 hours before the onset of the storm. After normalizing and adding uniform noise in the573

range [−0.0105,0.0105] we found an excellent compliance to the conditions of the case (a)574

described in Section 3, e.g., (p2 = 1.80, p3 = 0.025)|R2
=0.99, for a wide range of laminar575
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regions which, according to the case (a) described in Section 3, indicates predominance of576

intermittency induced critical dynamics.577

b. The MCF analysis of the X component recordings of the THL station revealed578

intermittency-induced criticality during the same time-window as in DIO station record-579

ings (c.f. the time-window marked by the vertical purple lines in Figure 3, as well as the580

part of the signal marked with thick red in Figure 6 for THL station, third from bottom581

panel), i.e., ∼6 hours before the onset of the storm. By applying the MCF directly to the582

recorded values (no uniform noise was necessary to be added, i.e., for ε0 = 0) we were583

able to identify that the conditions p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0, e.g., (p2 = 1.67, p3 = 0.012)|R2
=0.99,584

are satisfied indicating dynamics following the case (a) described in Section 3.585

c. Unfortunately, VLI station was inoperative during the analyzed time period re-586

lated to the 20/12/2015 magnetic storm. Therefore, there are no analysis results for VLI587

geomagnetic data.588

d. No indications for criticality were found in the Y or the Z components of the589

ground-based geomagnetic recordings of the ENIGMA network prior to the 20/12/2015590

intense storm.591

Table 2 summarizes the results and presents the MLTs of the ENIGMA magnetic592

stations when the intermittency-induced criticality events were observed along with the593

stations’ geographic coordinates, altitudes and L-shell values. The stations are at mid-594

latitudes and their corresponding L-shell values range between approximately 1.3 and 1.5595

RE , which means that they are magnetically connected to the innermost boundary of the596

inner radiation belt (proton belt), which usually lies between L values 1–3 RE .597

Roldugin and Roldugin [2008] showed that the geomagnetic field variations, ob-598

served on the surface, are determined by Biot-Savart’s law for a three-dimensional current599

system. Given the fact that the period identified with criticality for each magnetic storm600

was different (i.e., 8, 45 and 6 hours, respectively), it is reasonable to assume that these601

time differences would be reflected to different levels of variability for the external current602

system, which would in turn accompany the pre-storm activity in each case. Therefore, for603

each storm the corresponding differences in the variability of the external current system604

would be projected differently on the three components of the geomagnetic field on the605

ground.606
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5 Discussion and Conclusions607

The geomagnetic field observations of the ENIGMA magnetometer array associ-608

ated with the three most intense magnetic storms (Dst < −150 nT) of solar cycle 24,609

which occurred on 17/03/2015, 23/06/2015 and 20/12/2015, respectively, were analyzed610

in terms of the MCF time series analysis method which has specifically been developed611

for the analysis of time series sourced from thermal systems governed by nonlinear in-612

termittent dynamics. The application of the MCF analysis method on the unprocessed613

magnetic field variations (X , Y and Z components) provides evidence of the existence614

of intermittency-induced criticality 6, 8 and 45 hours prior the occurrence of the intense615

magnetic storms of December, March and June 2015, respectively. Based on the obtained616

MCF analysis results, one could suggest that one of the early stages of the preparation of617

the specific intense magnetic storms presents common characteristics with a thermal sys-618

tem undergoing a second-order phase transition. Specifically, our results suggest the exis-619

tence of intermittency-induced critical dynamics in the small-scale (fast) variations of the620

abovementioned ground-based geomagnetic recordings during the quiet period, i.e., a few621

days to a few hours prior to the onset of the studied events. Despite the fact that the three622

intermittency-induced criticality events were observed prior to the occurrence of three in-623

tense magnetic storms a direct link between the critical fluctuations and the corresponding624

storm onset can not be clearly established at this stage. However, the methodology shows625

promising capacity for the analysis of critical fluctuations in the framework of space sys-626

tems.627

We should note at this point that possible mechanisms of pre-storm characteristics628

identified in data series have not been established, yet, since every magnetic storm car-629

ries its own characteristics. However, it has been suggested that the proton density of the630

solar wind prior to the occurrence of a geomagnetic storm may exhibit specific features631

that point to its arrival. This has been interpreted on the basis of density variability and632

increase that stimulates the release of energy accumulated in the magnetosphere. In par-633

ticular, it has been found that the density of the solar wind is strongly correlated with the634

density of the plasma sheet [Borovsky et al., 1998], which, in turn, can be a driver of the635

ring current. Such features are identified several hours to days prior to geomagnetic storms636

[Khabarova et al., 2006]. These findings are in principle in line with our observations:637

for these magnetic storms, the time interval that exhibits criticality features is closely re-638

lated to the time period identified with pre-storm features in the solar wind (see Figures639
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1–3 based on in-situ plasma measurements from Wind [Lepping et al., 1995; Ogilvie et al.,640

1995]).641

The first storm (March 2015) presented a two-step sequence, with the first minima642

identifying itself to the sheath region behind the shock, and the second one resulting from643

within the ICME. It is considered to be the output of an intense ICME. However, a re-644

cent study [Kataoka et al., 2015] employed a “pileup accident” hypothesis that brings to-645

gether: [a] the fast CME/ICME – which is the main driver of the storm, [b] the HSS from646

a nearby CH that followed the ICME and [c] the preceding slow and high-density solar647

wind that was piled up ahead of the CME, to explain the unexpectedly geoeffective solar648

wind structure that gave ground to this intense storm. The second storm (June 2015) had649

a multi-step development, caused by the southward fields due to amplification by a series650

of preceding shocks, resulting in the precondition of the magnetosphere that in turn fos-651

tered the growth of an intense geomagnetic storm [Liu et al., 2015] (for more details on652

both storms see [Marubashi et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016]). The third653

storm (December 2015), presented a gradual structure that evolved within the boundaries654

(start to end time) of the ICME, while a southward field was present for the whole time655

interval, which in turn, gave rise to this strong geomagnetic storm. However, it seems that656

this storm was driven by the possible interaction of two consecutive CMEs/ICMEs in the657

interplanetary space.658

Assuming that the observed intermittency-induced criticality events are related to659

the magnetic storm events, the “warning” time range is most probably influenced by the660

degree of variability of each of the three cases. For instance, as concerns the first storm,661

simulations of corotating and transient solar wind disturbances (Figure 11) during this pe-662

riod show that the CME/ICME had the dominant role in the evolution of the geomagnetic663

storm with the preceding slow solar wind and the trailing HSS enhancing its complexity.664

Furthermore, solar wind density and Bz variations are present almost a day before the ar-665

rival of the storm (see Figure 1). Such parameters have been identified as typical solar666

wind (pre-storm) features prior to the occurrence of a geomagnetic storm [Khabarova et667

al., 2006]. The period of criticality identifies itself right after the pre-storm signatures and668

8 hours before the actual onset of the storm (on March 17) [Liu et al., 2015]. The sec-669

ond storm exhibits a complex structure with multiple steps. As shown in a similar simula-670

tion (Figure 11) the sequence of CMEs/ICMEs fill the interplanetary (IP) space and drive671

shocks that clearly affect the geomagnetic conditions at Earth. The storm is the output of672
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a series of strong and fast CMEs, while their corresponding IP shocks provide clear sig-673

natures in the in situ plasma and the ground-based geomagnetic field measurements (see674

Figure 2). In this case the period of criticality is spotted almost 45 hours in advance of675

the onset of the storm (on June 23) [Liu et al., 2015]. This period is also in agreement676

with moderate pre-storm characteristics in the solar wind [Khabarova et al., 2006]. There-677

fore, the preparatory phase and the intermittency-induced criticality are observed prior to678

the launch of the last CME of the series (see Section 2), which resulted to the recorded679

geomagnetic storm. The third storm manifests a two-step structure. This storm is the out-680

put of the possible interaction of two consequent CMEs. Inspection of similar simulations681

(Figure 11) shows that these CMEs (given their orientation) provide a wider CME front682

that encounters the Earth and results to this geomagnetic storm. In this case the period683

of criticality precedes the onset of the geomagnetic storm by about 6 hours and presents684

moderate pre-storm characteristics in the solar wind [Khabarova et al., 2006].685

Sitnov et al. [2001] suggested that magnetic storms may resemble features of first-686

order non-equilibrium transitions. Balasis et al. [2006, 2008] findings pointed to the ap-687

pearance of two distinct patterns in the magnetosphere: (a) a pattern associated with the688

normal periods, which is characterized by a less ordered state or a lower degree of organ-689

ization, and (b) a pattern associated with the intense magnetic storms, which is character-690

ized by a more ordered state or a higher degree of organization.691

Criticality by intermittent dynamics was identified using the MCF during the quiet692

period a few days to a few hours prior to the onset of all three intense storms consid-693

ered here. It is worth noting that the intermittency-induced criticality signatures reported694

in this article were simultaneously found in the recordings of all the stations of our net-695

work which were operating during the time period preceding each one of the magnetic696

storms of interest. We suggest that this implies that the identified critical dynamics could697

be related to a global phenomenon affecting geomagnetic field such as a magnetic storm.698

Intermittency-induced criticality dynamics imply a second-order phase transition in equi-699

librium. Our findings are compatible with the above mentioned suggestions. Specifically,700

criticality by intermittent dynamics correspond to the “normal” (quiet) period, it character-701

izes a state of the magnetosphere which precedes the dramatic change in magnetosphere702

dynamics, i.e., the occurrence of the magnetic storm. In this context, it could be attributed703

to a distinct process that takes place during an early stage of the emergence of the ulti-704

mate extreme space weather phenomenon (magnetic storm).705
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The fact that a magnetic storm is a phenomenon out of equilibrium (an abrupt change706

analogous to a first-order phase transition) does not prevent its organization (an early stage707

of its preparation) to be accomplished by a mechanism in equilibrium conditions, such as708

the intermittency-induced criticality dynamics. At this early stage, the critical dynamics709

embedded in the observables’ time series (here the ground-based geomagnetic field mea-710

surements) are found in time series excerpts with stationary characteristics. We clarify711

that we analyze only time series excerpts presenting, at least local, stationarity since it is712

expected that any observable of a system undergoing second order transition in equilib-713

rium should have stationary variation. In this regard, there is no point in analyzing parts714

of the geomagnetic field recordings just before or during a magnetic storm by means of715

the MCF. Moreover, it should be clarified that the organization of a critical process does716

not mean that the extreme phenomenon (the storm) will certainly fully evolve. Namely, if717

one can identify a critical state by analyzing the geomagnetic field time series, this does718

not necessarily mean that a magnetic storm will certainly follow. The revealed dynamics719

may evolve to the outburst of a storm or may not. Other precursory signs, following an720

identified criticality dynamics, such as the emergence of persistence dynamics or low com-721

plexity in the geomagnetic time series, are necessary before one could possibly suggest722

that a magnetic storm is inevitable.723

In this work we used MCF to a posteriori investigate, whether specific magnetic724

storms were organized according to the aforementioned hypothesis. Namely, we investi-725

gated whether an intermittency-induced critical dynamics can be identified prior to the726

intense magnetic storms of March, June and December 2015. After this early stage, when727

this organization is completed, out of equilibrium mechanisms could follow that may lead728

to the magnetic storm. Such mechanisms for the potential evolution from the early critical729

state (second-order phase transition) to the final storm state (first-order phase transition)730

might be the symmetry breaking or a tricritical crossover. Of course, at this point we can-731

not claim that the suggested early preparation stage can be identified for every magnetic732

storm. Much more cases should be analyzed in the future before attempting any gener-733

alization of our conclusions. In summary, the critical organization in stationary condi-734

tions, if this is found by the application of the MCF to the ground-based geomagnetic735

field measurements, could be an early indication of an upcoming magnetic storm. How-736

ever, it should be clear that such a critical stage does not necessarily evolve to a magnetic737

storm. Such a precursor is not enough for the “safe” (the definite) prediction of a mag-738
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netic storm. In the future, following a more extended statistical analysis, space weather739

forecasting schemes could take into account these findings and implement them as poten-740

tial precursory signatures of increased geomagnetic activity.741

So far, the utilization of phase transition concepts and theory in treating space physics742

problems has been rather poor. Our results demonstrate that the mathematical framework743

of phase transitions can be used to represent the dynamics that govern the emergence of744

an extreme space weather phenomenon. Consequently we suggest that advanced prediction745

schemes of phase transition from other disciplines can be effectively applied for improving746

the capabilities of corresponding space weather prediction schemes.747
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Table 1. Summary of the Geomagnetic storms, their related ICMEs and their driving CMEs presented in

this study. Column 1 provides the number of the solar (CME) event, columns 2 and 3 present the date and

time of CME occurrence, columns 4 and 5 display the plane-of-sky speed [in km/s] and the width [in degrees]

of the CME, column 6-9 provide the start and the end data/time of the ICME, column 10 provides the transit

speed [in km/s] of the ICME, columns 11 and 12 present the results of the ENLIL simulations for the arrival

time of the shock at 1 AU, column 13 gives the actual timing of the shock arrival at 1 AU, as this was identi-

fied in the IP data, columns 14-16 provide the start and the end time of the geomagnetic storm, as well as, the

minimum Dst value [in nT].

938

939

940

941

942

943

944

945

CME ENLIL

No Date Time Speed Width Date Time Shock@ 1 AU

[km/s] [o]

1 15.03.2015 01:48 719 Halo 17.03.2015 11:39Âś7hr 17.03.2015 04:00

2 18.06.2015 17:24 1305 Halo 21.06.2015 09:26Âś7hr 21.06.2015 16:04

3 19.06.2015 06:42 584 Halo 22.06.2015 06:04Âś7hr 22.06.2015 05:04

4 21.06.2015 02:36 1366 Halo 22.06.2015 21:43Âś7hr 22.06.2015 18:08

5 22.06.2015 18:36 1209 Halo 24.06.2015 18:18Âś7hr 24.06.2015 13:07

6 16.12.2015 09:36 579 Halo 19.12.2015 00:32Âś7hr 19.12.2015 15:38

ICME Geomagnetic storm

No Start of the ICME End of the ICME Vtransit Start of the storm End of the storm Dst

[km/s] [nT]

1 17.03.2015 13:00 18.03.2015 05:00 800 17.03.2015 04:45 21.03.2015 15:00 -223

2

3

4

5 25.06.2015 10:00 26.06.2015 06:00 960 22.06.2015 18:33 24.06.2015 12:00 -204

6 20.12.2015 03:00 21.12.2015 20:00 540 19.12.2015 16:17 22.12.2015 02:00 -155
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Table 2. Magnetic local times of the ENIGMA magnetic stations during the 3 intermittency-induced criti-

cality (IIC) events.

946

947

No Time interval of THL station DIO station VLI station

IIC event (39.57◦N, 22.01◦E, (38.08◦N, 23.93◦E, (36.72◦N, 22.95◦E,

86 m, L = 1.47) 460 m, L = 1.41) 220 m, L = 1.35)

1 16/03/2015 (Z component)

20:53:20–23:15:00 UT INOPERATIVE MLT = 22.83– 1.16 MLT = 22.74– 1.07

2 20/6/2015 (Y component)

20:25:00–22:13:20 UT MLT = 22.63– 0.46 MLT = 22.73– 0.56 MLT = 22.64– 0.47

3 19/12/2015 (X component)

11:31:40–12:55:00 UT MLT = 13.82–15.15 MLT = 13.91–15.25 INOPERATIVE
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Figure 1. From top to bottom the panels present the plasma average magnetic field strength (B) and its

Z component (Bz); velocity (V), proton density (n) and temperature (T), flow pressure (Pdyn), plasma beta

parameter and the Dst index respectively for the 17/03/2015 storm. The vertical solid red line indicates the

shock passage at Wind taken from http://ipshocks.fi/. The two vertical dotted black lines indicate the start

and the end time of the ICME, while the solid vertical orange line corresponds to the minimum of the Dst .

Moreover, the two vertical purple lines correspond to the time window identified with critical behavior in the

ENIGMA time series (16/03/2015, 20:53–23:15 UT), i.e., 8 hours prior to the peak of the storm (see also

Figure 4).

948

949

950

951

952

953

954

955
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Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1 for the 23/06/2015 storm. Moreover, the two vertical purple lines correspond

to the time window identified with critical behavior in the ENIGMA time series (20/06/2015, 20:25–22:13

UT), i.e., 45 hours prior to the peak of the storm (see also Figure 5).
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957

958
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Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1 for the 20/12/2015 storm. Moreover, the two vertical purple lines correspond

to the time window identified with critical behavior in the ENIGMA time series (19/12/2015, 11:31–12:55

UT), i.e., 6 hours prior to the peak of the storm (see also Figure 6).
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Figure 4. From top to bottom: The Dst index time variations along with the ENIGMA magnetic stations

(ordered from north to south) geomagnetic field recordings X , Y and Z during a period of 5 days for the

17/03/2015 storm. The interval of specific components of the DIO and VLI time series identified with critical

behavior are marked in red color. First and second red dashed lines denote the times of storm’s onset and

peak, respectively. (Please note that THL data are not available for 17/03/2015.)
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Figure 5. Similar to Figure 4 during a period of 5 days for the 23/06/2015 storm. The interval of specific

components of the THL, DIO and VLI time series identified with critical behavior are marked in red color.
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Figure 6. Similar to Figure 4 during a period of 5 days for the 20/12/2015 storm. The interval of specific

components of the THL and DIO time series identified with critical behavior are marked in red color. (Please

note that VLI data are not available for 20/12/2015.)
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Figure 7. (a) A critical window of the 20/6/2015 DIO magnetic station recordings (after normalizing and

adding uniform noise); the time scale refers to the time in s starting from 00:00:00 UT of the specific day. (b)

The distribution of values for the time series of Figure 7 (a). (c) A representative example for laminar distri-

bution, where the waiting times (laminar lengths) lie within 1 and 30 s. The continuous line corresponds to

the fitted function of the form of Equation (4), f (l) ∼ p1 · l
−p2 ·e−p3l , resulting to a set of exponents satisfying

the conditions p2 > 1 and p3 ≈ 0 of the case (a) described in Section 3, which means that the power-law fac-

tor of f (l) is clearly dominating over the exponential one. It is noted that the use of f (l) leads to good fitting

results according to a number of popular goodness of fit parameters, while undoubtedly better compared with

fitting by pure exponential function with a cut-off scale for example. (d) The exponents [p2, p3] versus the end

point φl . The validity of criticality condition [p2 > 1, p3 ≈ 0] for a wide range of end point values (wide range

of laminar regions) is clear.
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Figure 8. Dependence of the estimated values of the exponents p2, p3 on the change of the value of ε0, for

the laminar region corresponding to the representative example for laminar distribution shown in Fig. 7c.
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Figure 9. Recurrence plot of the critical window of Figure 7a. (a) Original Y component of the geomag-

netic field intensity (after normalizing and adding uniform noise) from DIO magnetic station on 20/6/2015.

(b) The same time series (original values) after randomly shuffling their original order.
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Figure 10. Autocorrelation function (ACF) plot for the critical window of Figure 7a (dashed curve, black),

as well as for the same time series (original values) after randomly shuffling their original order (solid curve,

red).
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Figure 11. Simulations of the heliospheric environment using WSA+ENLIL, made avail-

able from the Space Weather Database Of Notifications, Knowledge, Information (DONKI) at

https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/donki/. For each of the storms simulations on density (R) (column on the left

hand side) and the velocity (Vr) (column on the right hand side) of the solar wind are presented.
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